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Abstract
We present improved line-narrowing sequences for dipolar coupled spin systems, based on a train of magic-echoes which are
compensated for the eﬀects of ﬁnite pulse widths and utilize symmetry properties of supercycles. Sequences are introduced for
spectroscopy and imaging by proper choice of a phase alternating scheme. Using a 16 pulse time-suspension magic-echo cycle, the
highest level of line-narrowing achieved was 2.7 Hz for the [100] direction of a single crystal of calcium ﬂuoride, a reduction in
linewidth by 4 orders of magnitude.
Ó 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
PACS: 87.61.)c; 87.66.Uv; 61.18.Fs
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1. Introduction
An appealing feature of average Hamiltonian theory
is the ability to improve the line-narrowing eﬃciency of
a multiple pulse cycle by constructing supercycles to
compensate for any pulse errors and by designing symmetries into the toggling frame Hamiltonians. Such
techniques have been known since the methods of coherent averaging were set forth by Haeberlen and
Waugh [1]. An early example that demonstrated their
potential was the introduction of the MREV8 pulse sequence [2,3] which corrected for the radiofrequency
(RF) ﬁeld inhomogeneity and ﬁnite pulse width eﬀects
that plagued the WAHUHA cycle [4]. In this paper we
report on symmetric magic-echo (ME) pulse cycles
which compensate for a variety of pulse errors. The
TREV-8 sequence of Takegoshi and McDowell [5] and
the TREV-16 sequence proposed by Matsui [6] are
previously described examples of ME cycles. The eﬃciency of our improved ME cycle is demonstrated by
line-narrowing the spectrum of a single crystal of calcium ﬂuoride from 45 kHz to 2.7 Hz along the [100]
direction.
*
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The ME sequence is a multiple pulse cycle that refocuses the evolution of the dipolar interaction over a
cycle, resulting in the formation of an echo [7]. In the
language of average Hamiltonian theory, the cycle
works since the form of the secular dipolar Hamiltonian
in a toggling frame is scaled by a factor of 1=2, which
evolves the system backward in time resulting in the
formation of an echo.
A cycle of ME pulses may be designed to preserve the
chemical shift Hamiltonian for use in spectroscopic
studies, or by the virtual insertion of a p pulse, as a timesuspension sequence suppressing both chemical shift
and dipolar Hamiltonians [8]. A characteristic feature of
ME cycles is that suﬃcient line-narrowing may be
achieved with long free evolution times (i.e., 10s of microseconds). This is in contrast to solid-echo based
multiple pulse sequences where eﬃcient line-narrowing
is achieved only in the case where the free evolution
times are made very short (typically less than 10 ls) [9].
This behavior may be understood by considering the
convergence of the Magnus expansion [10]. For a train
of ME pulses, convergence is readily met because high
order terms are scaled by the inverse of the RF ﬁeld
strength which can be made much larger than the dipolar coupling and resonance oﬀset, or any terms which
are introduced due to pulse errors. In solid-echo based
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cycles though, these higher order terms (which are
known to be strongly dependent on pulse errors such as
ﬁnite pulse widths in the case of WAHUHA) are truncated only by making the time between pulses short.
From a technological point of view, the relatively
long free-evolution times in a ME pulse sequence are
appealing because pulsed gradients may be applied with
ease for imaging or incoherent scattering experiments.
Matsui et al. have used these methods and have achieved
50 lm resolution images of protonated solids [8,11–14].
Hepp and Miller [15] have incorporated the ME sequence with imaging techniques to map molecular orientations. In our investigations of spin diﬀusion rates in
single crystals of calcium ﬂuoride, we have used ME
cycles with strong pulsed gradient ﬁelds to spatially
encode a sinusoidal modulation of magnetization having
a wavelength on the order of 100 nm [16]. The error
correcting ME pulse cycles we report on here are shown
to provide improved line-narrowing and are expected to
be applicable to such investigations.

2. Theory
A ME train for time-reversing the evolution of a
system of dipolar coupled spins is shown in Fig. 1. In the
ﬁgure the free evolution time is denoted by s  a, where
2a is the pulse width of the p=2 pulse. The toggling
frame Hamiltonians at each point of the sequence were
integrated over their respective intervals (d1 –d6 ), and are
given in Tables 1 and 2. The resulting zeroth order term
of the chemical shift and dipolar Hamiltonian in the
Magnus expansion are
0
HDx
¼

1 Dx
Iy ½1  cos xRF ð2s  aÞ
3s xRF


1 Dx
4

Ix sin xRF ð2s  aÞ þ xRF a ;
3s xRF
p

ð1Þ

Fig. 1. The ME sequence for time-reversing the evolution of a system
of nuclear-spins coupled by a dipolar interaction [7]. The duration of
the p=2 pulses is 2a.
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1 xD
Ix Ix ½2xRF ð2s þ aÞ
4s xRF
1 xD
Iy Iy ½2xRF ð2s  aÞ
þ sin 2xRF ð2s  aÞ þ
4s xRF
1 xD
½Ix Iy þ Iy Ix  sin2
 sin 2xRF ð2s  aÞ 
2s xRF
xRF ð2s  aÞ;
ð2Þ

HD0 ¼ xD Iz Iz  xD I  I þ

where xD is the dipolar coupling constant, xRF is the RF
ﬁeld strength, and Dx is the resonance oﬀset.
In the ideal case of d-function p=2 pulses (i.e., a ! 0),
the zeroth order dipolar and oﬀset terms of the Magnus
expansion are both zero when xRF s ¼ np, n 2 Z. However, the normal approach to reducing these terms is by
application of high RF ﬁeld strengths. Under the readily
achievable experimental conditions of xD =xRF
1,
Dx=xRF
1, and xRF s
1, the zeroth order terms of
the Magnus expansion are still close to zero.
By changing the last p=2 pulse in Fig. 1 to y, the ME
sequence may time-reverse the dipolar evolution of the
spin system, but does not remove the chemical shift
Hamiltonian making it applicable for spectroscopic
studies. In either case of a time-suspension or spectroscopic sequence, the ME cycle is sensitive to pulse errors
such as phase transients, ﬁnite pulse width eﬀects and
other pulse errors. In addition, the higher order crossterms of the Magnus expansion may be nonzero but
may be easily accounted for by considering the symmetry properties of the cycle.
In a symmetric cycle, where the toggling frame
e ðtÞ have the property
Hamiltonians indicated by H
e int ðtÞ ¼ H
e int ðtc  tÞ over a cycle time tc , all the odd
H
order terms of the Magnus expansion are zero [9,17].
Referring to Tables 1 and 2, there is a change in sign in
the Ix Iz þ Iz Ix terms of the toggling frame Hamiltonians
during the ﬁnite p=2 pulses, and in the Ix Iy þ Iy Ix terms
during d3 and d4 . Consequently, the ME sequence in
Fig. 1 is not symmetric. In the following we show how
symmetric cycles may be constructed to remove the dipolar, oﬀset, ﬁrst order dipolar-oﬀset cross term and all
odd order terms of the Magnus expansion, while accounting for pulse errors, transients, and ﬁnite pulse
width eﬀects. The design of cycles from the basic single
ME pulse sequence of Fig. 1 follows below for both
time-suspension and spectroscopic sequences.
A four pulse phase alternating ME sequence, hereafter referred to as SME4, that is symmetric in the
toggling frame dipolar and oﬀset Hamiltonians for dfunction p=2 pulses is shown in Fig. 2. The symmetry
condition results when 2xRF s ¼ ð2n þ 1Þp, n 2 Z. The
extent to which this condition may be met is discussed in
the next section. It should be noted that with this phase
alternating scheme the SME4 sequence is robust against
symmetric phase transients and also compensates for
errors in the p=2 pulses. An additional feature of the
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Table 1
Toggling frame dipolar Hamiltonians and eﬀective toggling frame dipolar Hamiltonians for the sequence shown in Fig. 1
Time

Toggling frame dipolar Hamiltonian

Integrated dipolar Hamiltonian

d1

xD ð3Iz Iz  I  IÞ

xD ðsaÞ
ð3Iz Iz  I  IÞ
6s

d2

3xD ½Iz Iz cos2 xRF t þ Ix Ix sin2 xRF t
 32 xD ðIx Iz þ Iz Ix Þ sin 2xRF t  xD I  I

1 xD
2s xRF

d3

3xD Ix Ix cos2 xRF t þ 3xD Iy Iy sin2 xRF t
 32 xD ðIx Iy þ Iy Ix Þ sin 2xRF t  xD I  I

1 xD
I I ½2xRF n þ sin 2xRF n
8s xRF x x
D
Iy Iy ½2xRF n  sin 2xRF n
þ 8s1 xxRF
1 xD
 4s xRF ðIx Iy þ Iy Ix Þ sin2 xRF n  xD 2sa
I
6s

d4

2

2

3xD Ix Ix cos xRF ðt  nÞ þ 3xD Iy Iy sin xRF ðt  nÞ
þ 32 xD ðIx Iy þ Iy Ix Þ sin 2xRF ðt  nÞ  xD I  I

d5

3xD ½Iz Iz cos2 xRF t þ Ix Ix sin2 xRF t
þ 32 xD ðIx Iz þ Iz Ix Þ sin 2xRF t  xD I  I

d6

xD ð3Iz Iz  I  IÞ

½xRF aðIx Ix þ Iz Iz Þ  12 ðIx Iz þ Iz Ix Þ  3s1 xD aI  I

1 xD
I I ½2xRF n
8s xRF x x

þ sin 2xRF n þ

I

1 xD
II
8s xRF y y

D
½2xRF n  sin 2xRF n  4s1 xxRF
ðIx Iy þ Iy Ix Þ sin2
xRF n  xD 2sa
I

I
6s
1 xD
½xRF aðIx Ix þ Iz Iz Þ þ 12 ðIx Iz þ Iz Ix Þ  3s1 xD aI  I
2s xRF

xD ðsaÞ
ð3Iz Iz  I  IÞ
6s

xD is the dipolar frequency, 2xRF a ¼ p2, where 2a is the pulse length, and n ¼ 2s  a.

Table 2
Toggling frame chemical shift Hamiltonians and Eﬀective toggling frame chemical shift Hamiltonians for the sequence shown in Fig. 1
Time

Toggling frame oﬀset Hamiltonian

Integrated oﬀset Hamiltonian

d1
d2

DxIz
Dx½Iz cos xRF t  Ix sin xRF t

Dx ðsaÞ
Iz
6s
1 Dx
2a
ðI
 Ix Þ ¼ Dx 3sp
ðIz  Ix Þ
z
6s xRF
1 Dx
I ½1  cos xRF n  6s1 xDx
Ix sin xRF n
6s xRF y
RF
1 Dx
1 Dx
I
½1

cos
x
n

I sin xRF n
RF
6s xRF y
6s xRF x
1 Dx
2a
ðIz  Ix Þ ¼ Dx 3sp ðIz  Ix Þ
6s xRF
Dx ðsaÞ
Iz
6s

d3

Dx½Ix cos xRF t þ Iy sin xRF t

d4

Dx½Ix cos xRF ðt  nÞ þ Iy sin xRF ðt  nÞ

d5

Dx½Iz cos xRF t  Ix sin xRF t

d6

DxIz

Dx refers to the oﬀset frequency, 2xRF a ¼ p2, where 2a is the pulse length, and n ¼ 2s  a.

SME4 cycle is that it removes the eﬀect of ﬁnite pulse
0
width errors on HDx
, but not on HD0 .
The sequence shown in Fig. 1 also performs a p
inversion on the bulk magnetization. When several
ME cycles are combined back-to-back, the error in the
p inversion may accumulate, resulting in an unwanted
evolution. Phase alternating techniques well-known in
heteronuclear decoupling investigations may be applied
with this cycle to correct for these errors [22–26]. The
well-known MLEV4 cycle RRRR (where R indicates a
p rotation) may be permuted to RRRR, resembling the
SME4 cycle in Fig. 2. To some extent the SME4 cycle
removes the eﬀects of pulse errors, and may be combined with higher order cycles to remove the residual
rotation due to errors. Levitt et al. have shown that
the residual rotation of RRRR may be accounted for
by combining RRRR to this cycle yielding the MLEV8
pulse sequence, RRRRRRRR. The higher order MLEV
sequences MLEV16, MLEV32, MLEV64 have been
shown to compensate for the residual rotations introduced in each subcycle and may also be combined
with the SME4 sequence. The introduction of each
supercycle; however, destroys the symmetry property
of the SME4 sequence, but corrects for residual rota-

tions introduced due to pulse errors. This procedure
generates the family of pulse sequences designated by
SME4x .
In order to compensate for the eﬀects of ﬁnite pulse
width errors on HD0 in the SME4 sequence, an additional
phase alternation is necessary. The idea is to remove an
unwanted Hamiltonian in a portion of a cycle by introducing the same Hamiltonian with opposite sign in
another portion by proper phase alternation of the
pulses. These methods have been demonstrated to be
very useful in multiple pulse sequences based on solidechoes [2,3,18]. A phase alternating sequence which is
composed of four SME4 cycles, hereafter referred to as
SME16, that removes the eﬀects of ﬁnite pulse widths on
HD0 is shown in the lower portion of Fig. 2. The ﬁnite
pulse width contribution of the ﬁrst four pulses to HD0 is
ðxD a=6sÞ½Ix Ix  Iy Iy , the second set of four pulses contributes an amount ðxD a=6sÞ½Ix Ix  Iy Iy , cancelling
that of the ﬁrst four pulses of the cycle. Finite pulse
width errors on HD0 are therefore completely removed
over half of the SME16 cycle. In order to symmetrize the
sequence the half-cycle is repeated in reverse. As in the
SME4 sequence, symmetry results when 2xRF s ¼
ð2n þ 1Þp, n 2 Z. Under these conditions the ﬁrst order
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dipolar-oﬀset cross-term and all odd order-terms of the
Magnus expansion are zero for both sequences in Fig. 2.
A symmetric sequence applicable for spectroscopic
studies, referred to as SME2 in the rest of this paper, is
shown in Fig. 3, and is identical to the TREV-8 sequence
[5]. The SME2 sequence is also symmetric when
2xRF s ¼ ð2n þ 1Þp, n 2 Z. An additional feature of the
cycle is that it removes the eﬀects of Hamiltonians linear
in Iz during the spin locking ﬁelds of the ME pulse, independent of the value of xRF s. The SME2 sequence
may also be combined with a similar phase alternating
scheme discussed above for the SME16 cycle to compensate for the eﬀects of ﬁnite pulse widths on HD0 . The
SME8 sequence shown in Fig. 3 compensates for ﬁnite
pulse width errors in HD0 and has the same properties as
the SME2 sequence.
Fig. 2. (a) (SME4) A phase alternated ME sequence that makes the
oﬀset and dipolar toggling frame Hamiltonians symmetric over the
cycle for d-function p=2 pulses and is robust against symmetric phase
transients and pulse errors. (b) (SME16) A ME train with the same
features as the sequence above it, except that the eﬀects of ﬁnite pulse
0
widths on HD0 and HDx
are completely removed.

Fig. 3. (a) (SME2/TREV-8)A phase alternating ME sequence that
makes the toggling frame dipolar Hamiltonian symmetric over the
cycle for d-function p=2 pulses. (b) (SME8) A sequence with the same
features as the one above it but is also symmetric in the toggling frame
dipolar and oﬀset Hamiltonians including the eﬀects of ﬁnite pulse
widths. In both the sequences the oﬀset Hamiltonians linear in Iz are
not removed during the free evolution times, making the cycles applicable for spectroscopic studies.

3. Experiments and discussion
The experiments were performed at 2.35 T
(100.15 MHz 1 H, 94.2 MHz 19 F) on a Bruker Avance
spectrometer using a home built probe. The RF coil
geometry used has been shown to provide homogeneous
ﬁelds over a small sample volume [21]. All of the experiments were conducted on resonance, and the sample
size was approximately 1 mm3 .
We tested the symmetric, error compensating sequences shown in Figs. 2 and 3 on a single crystal of
calcium ﬂuoride aligned approximately along the [100]
direction. The line-narrowing eﬃciency in Hertz of each
cycle as a function of s is given in Table 3. The linewidths reported are the measured full-width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the Fourier transformed data.
The natural linewidth was measured to be approximately 45 kHz (this is actually the width across the Pake
doublet). The spectrometer was tuned by using the
procedure suggested by Burum et al. [19,20].
For the symmetric ME pulse sequence, SME4, the
experimental data indicate that the higher order family
of MLEV error compensating sequences (SME4x ) improved the line-narrowing for a given s spacing, but the
variation as a function of s for each sequence changed.
A possible cause of this variation is that the symmetry of
the cycle is destroyed by introducing the MLEV supercycles.
The TREV16 cycle introduced by Matsui [6] is a four
pulse ME sequence which is symmetric in the dipolar
and oﬀset toggling frame Hamiltonians for d-function
p=2 pulses. Both the TREV16 pulse sequence and the
SME4 sequence of Fig. 2 appear to provide relatively
the same line-narrowing for long s spacings. The
TREV16 cycle did not work well for very short s spacings (10 ls). A possible source of this behavior is the
unaccounted for ﬁnite pulse width eﬀects. The SME4
sequence shown in Fig. 2 did not work for s spacings less
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Table 3
Experimental data for each ME pulse cycle discussed in the text with measured linewidth given as a function of s in units of Hz, tested on single
crystal calcium ﬂuoride along the [100] direction
Pulse sequence
TREV16 [6]
SME4
SME48
SME416
SME432
SME464
SME16
SME8
SME2/TREV-8
MSHOT3 [28]

10 ls

15 ls

20 ls

30 ls

40 ls

50 ls

150
100
80
70
60
55
67
76
375
160

122
111
81
68
69
71
93
92
388
187

109
95
91
96
96
94
105
111
350
219

108
112
105
112
108
96
122
150
345
211

199

176

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

2:7
113

33
90

—

—

152

170

The symmetric four pulse cycle shown in the top of Fig. 2 was applied with the particular family of MLEV supercycle indicated in the table by
SME4x . For short s spacings these cycles resulted in a spin-locking ﬁeld (see text). The 16 pulse symmetric ME train, SME16, provided very eﬃcient
line narrowing for short s spacings but did not work well for longer s spacings. The best line-narrowing achieved at each value of s is indicated in
bold. For a crystal oriented along the [111] direction each of the sequences demonstrated improved line-narrowing.

than 30 ls because a spin-locking ﬁeld resulted. Spinlocking eﬀects with the ME train have been discussed by
Matsui [6,27].
We found that the SME16 cycle, shown in Fig. 2,
provided eﬃcient line-narrowing for short s spacings.
Experimental data indicating the capabilities of this sequence is shown in the Fig. 4. The data show an oscillation which is induced intentionally by introducing a
phase shift on one of the pulses in the cycle to produce
an eﬀective /Iz Hamiltonian, demonstrating that the
spins are not spin-locked. The data in Fig. 4 were acquired stroboscopically with a s spacing of 10 ls, a cycle
time of 960 ls (¼ 96s), and a 1.5 ls p=2 pulse. The linenarrowing with this cycle was measured to be approximately 27 Hz with the phase shift, and was found to be
even smaller without the phase shift (2.7 Hz)—the FID is
shown in the inset of Fig. 4. A similar measurement
along the [111] direction of the crystal resulted in a
linewidth of 0.5 Hz.
Recently, Howhy and Nielsen suggested using z-rotational decoupling (a form of second averaging) to
improve the line-narrowing properties of the magic echo
train [28]. Table 2 also shows the results obtained for
their MSHOT3 sequence. We did not investigate higher
order MSHOT sequences.
The eﬃciency of the SME16 sequence may be taken
advantage of in applications of solid state imaging or in
NMR scattering experiments by applying a short gradient pulse during the free evolution times. The generation of short, intense gradient pulses (on the order of
6 ls) has been developed by Conradi et. al [29] and been
applied in multiple pulse sequences constructed from
solid echoes for imaging solids [30].
The sequences which resolve the chemical shift
Hamiltonian, SME2 and SME8, provided more eﬃcient
line narrowing than a sequence where no phase alternation is applied. As was the case for the SME4 cycle,
the SME2 cycle also resulted in a locking ﬁeld for very

Fig. 4. Experimental data from a stroboscopic detection of the SME16
cycle applied on single crystal calcium ﬂuoride aligned approximately
along the [100] direction. An artiﬁcial Iz rotation was induced by phase
shifting one of the ME pulse to indicate spin-locking is not taking
place. The s spacing in the experiment was set to 10 ls, the p=2 pulse
was 1.5 ls and the phase shift was set to 45°. The resulting line-narrowing was 27 Hz. The insets above shows the FID for the same
sequence without the phase toggle, and that below the dependence of
line-narrowing as a function of oﬀset.

short s spacings. For both the SME2 and SME8 cycles it
was also found that the line-narrowing improved as the
oﬀ-resonance condition was increased, probably due to
a second averaging eﬀect [31].
Though the assumption 2xRF s ¼ ð2n þ 1Þp, n 2 Z
was imposed for our sequences to be symmetric, the
eﬀect of this criterion could not be experimentally observed in any of the cycles. This may indicate that at the
applied RF ﬁeld strengths, higher order terms of the
Magnus expansion are being suppressed to the extent
that the spin dynamics are not greatly aﬀected by these
contributions. An additional argument may be made
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that errors such as phase transients dominate the spin
evolution and suppress the extent to which the symmetry condition may be experimentally observed.
In a rigid solid such as single crystal calcium ﬂuoride,
the interaction of the nuclear spin system with sparse
paramagnetic impurities results in an irreversible spin
evolution which cannot be refocused by a ME pulse.
The T1 relaxation of the sample provides a measure of
the extent to which the system evolves irreversibly,
and the lower limit to the linewidth is 1=pT1 . For the
sample studied, the T1 was on the order of 10 s, which
corresponds to a spectrum linewidth of approximately
0.03 Hz. The practical limits of resolution are still limited by instrumental imperfections and modulation
schemes.

4. Conclusions
Average Hamiltonian techniques, familiar in multiple
pulse NMR experiments, were applied to the ME sequence to correct for ﬁnite pulse width eﬀects and other
pulse errors. The pulse sequences developed by these
methods were applied to a single crystal of calcium
ﬂuoride and resulted in eﬃcient line-narrowing. By
proper application of gradient pulses during the free
evolution times these sequence may also be applied to
imaging or diﬀusion experiments and are expected to
improve the resolution and sensitivity in each of these
ﬁelds, respectively.
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